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Manufacturing
+ Production
The Planet 13 production is a 14,000 square ft. one-of-akind facility that is located within the boundaries of the
Planet 13 Cannabis Entertainment Complex. The facility
was built for scale to account for the rapidly growing
demand for both Trendi extracts & Medizin concentrates,
as well as the HaHa and Dreamland edible lines.
The facility is a completely immersive experience for
those eager to make the trip. Customers are able to
watch through a 115 foot viewing window to see exactly
what happens behind the scenes when your edibles are
being made. It is here that visitors are able to discover
how individual products are created and get a first-hand
experience of the full production process, something
that has never been done before in cannabis.
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Products

PLANET 13
BRANDS

Products
Products
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0.3 Gram
Disposables

300mg
Indica, Sativa, Hybrid

TRENDI disposable vape pens are made only
from premium top-shelf flower to ensure
an elevated and sophisticated experience.
Designed for the Las Vegas weekenders
seeking a sleek, discrete, and compact singleuse vape that offers a first-class experience.
We want you to stand out. Don’t follow the
Trend. Be the Trend.

Stay on trend with TRENDI, the freshest new concentrate in Nevada.
TRENDI specializes in live resin, expertly crafting the most popular strains
from the most trendy brands on the market, making them some of the
most sought after collaborations in the state featuring collaborations
with The Grower Circle, Green Life Productions, Virtue, Nature’s
Chemistry, Reina, and more. Utilizing cutting edge extraction technology
and a unique visual approach, we are able to deliver an exceptional
product that allows you to stand out from the rest.
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0.5 Gram
Cartridges

500mg
Indica, Sativa, Hybrid

Introducing the new generation of luxury
cannabis delivery systems. TRENDI is
revolutionizing the cannabis industry by
creating cartridges built for portability and
convenience that offer an unrivaled effects
and potency. TRENDI cartridges are made only
from premium top-shelf flower to ensure an
elevated and sophisticated experience.

TRENDI
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Products
Live Resin
Sauce

PLANET 13
BRANDS

0.5g
Indica, Sativa, Hybrid

Resembling a wet wax, TRENDI live resin sauce
is one of the newest extraction techniques
from our production. Using fresh frozen flowers
from Nevada’s top cannabis brands, TRENDI
live resin is extracted for potency, purity, and
flavor. These bright terpenes mixed together
with the strain specific THCA crystals make for
the best quality sauce in the state.

Live Resin
Badder

Cured
Shatter

0.5g
Indica, Sativa, Hybrid

TRENDI shatter offers up a range of crispy
cured concentrates from Nevada’s top
brands. With resin ranging in color from
amber to gold, this hydrocarbon extraction
is a potent option as THC can range over 90%.

0.5g
Indica, Sativa, Hybrid

Using fresh frozen bud from the top
cultivations in Nevada, TRENDI live resin badder
makes for a bigger, better flavor compared to
other methods of extraction. Wet and bright
with terpenes from the best flower in the state,
this buttery concentrate is insanely potent
and full of flavor.
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TRENDI

TRENDI
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Products

PLANET 13
BRANDS

Products
Products
0.3 Gram
Disposables
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300mg

Leaf & Vine was founded on a simple missionto deliver on elegance & happiness. Created
by meticulously hand picking strains with
higher CBD content and selecting the highest
quality vaporizing technology, Leaf & Vine is
the perfect brand for the on-the-go, modern
lifestyle. Each pen contains a state of the
art battery designed to last the life of the oil
inside, with a chic exterior worthy of display.

Cartridges

Leaf & Vine deliver a sophisticated and handcrafted quality
you can trust. Created with specially chosen strains and
high-quality vaporizing technology,
Leaf & Vine disposable vapes are simple yet elegant
products for those looking for that convenience
and discretion.
Available
in a variety of delightful flavors, these unique
12
cannabis concentrates are at your fingertips.

0.5g | 0.9g

Leaf & Vine cartridges are the perfect
combination for a weekend pool session
or brunch with your friends. For on-the-go
class, no matter the situation- Leaf & Vine is
the sophisticated cannabis oil choice. Sold
in standard a 500mg and 900mg for the
earnest vaper.

LEAF & VINE
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Products
Flower

PLANET 13
BRANDS

Indica, Sativa, Hybrid

Leaf & Vine flower is approachable, refined,
and delivers every time. Cultivated in
Las Vegas, L&V are packaged in eighths
of upbeat sativas, euphoric hybrids, and
dreamy indicas. Experience classic strains
like GG4 and Sour Diesel, along with unique
varieties like Suga Cookies and Sheeple.

Pre-Roll
5-Pack

2.5g Total
Indica, Sativa, Hybrid

Our Leaf & Vine flower wouldn’t be complete
without pre-rolls! Convenience is everything
these days, so we made sure that your
cannabis is too. Emerge yourself in exclusive
strains like Silver Reserve, Orange Granitas,
and Rose Killer. Available in singles and in
chic pre-roll 5-packs.
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Products

PLANET 13
BRANDS

Products
Products
Cookies N’
Dream

P L PA LNAENT E 1T 3 1 3
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100mg Edible

The Cookies n’ Dream Bar delivers a
dreamy creamy flavor with the big
cookie crunch you love. Infused white
chocolate blended with sweet cream
and crunchy cookie crumble will give
you a soothing and relaxing bedtime
experience that is utterly satisfying.

Decadent
Dark
Indulgent and delectable luxury chocolate infused with
premium cannabis oil. Welcome to the world of the awardwinning Dreamland Chocolates where your taste buds will
be overwhelmed with rich, mouth-watering flavor. All of our
ingredients are hand selected for each variety of chocolate
bar made in our state-of-the-art production facility in Las
Vegas.
Delicious single-origin craft chocolate and pure cannabis
distillate mingle together to provide the highest caliber
flavors and edible effects. Designed for consumers of both
savory and sweet, each delicious and flavorful dose is a
dream come true.
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100mg Edible

Our Decadent Dark Bar is uniquely
complex with notes reminiscent of
coffee bean bean and dark cherry.
Rich and slightly bitter, this decadent
cocoa delight is sure to perk up any true
chocolate lover. We promise you won’t
want to share.
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Products

PLANET 13
BRANDS

Mystical
Milk

100mg Edible

100mg Edible

The Mystical Milk Bar is a classic. It’s
the chocolate bar that we go back to
time and time again. There’s nothing
better than a creamy, melt-in-yourmouth chocolate bar to come home to.
Especially when it’s perfectly balanced
with just the right amount of cannabis.

The Dark Chocolate Pistachio with Chilli
Pepper Bar is the confection for those
who love both a bit of sweet and spicy.
Red chili powder and pistachios are
blended together with an aromatic dark
chocolate for an exhilarating medicated
dessert option.

Cool
Mint

Simply
Salted Toffee

100mg Edible

Dreamland’s Fresh Mint Bar is a
sensationally smooth mint chocolate
bar that vitalizes the senses, invigorates
the mind, and takes your body to a
refreshingly cool paradise.
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Dark Chocolate
with Pistachio N’
Chili Pepper

DREAMLAND

100mg Edible

Our savory Simply Salted Toffee Bar will
not disappoint. Rich, gourmet chocolate
fused with a swirl of golden toffee will
melt in your mouth like butter, married
with a light crunch of elegant rock salt
crystals for a balanced finish.

DREAMLAND
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Products
White Chocolate
with Radiant
Raspberry

PLANET 13
BRANDS

100mg Edible

Get a taste of absolute bliss from
our White Chocolate with Radiant
Raspberries bar. Made with luscious
white chocolate and real bits of
raspberry, this indulgent and fruity
dessert bar will put you high in the
clouds.

Crackling
Crunch

100mg Edible

Crackling Crunch will have your palate
popping with the flavor! Crunchy Rice
Krispies smothered in creamy milk
chocolate makes for some serious
melt-in-your-mouth goodness. This
chocolate bar is a classic recipe that will
give you the nostalgia of your childhood
favorites.
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DREAMLAND

DREAMLAND
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Products

PLANET 13
BRANDS

Products
Products
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Blue
Raspberry

100mg Edible

Our Blue Raspberry Sativa Gummies are
a mouthwatering sour treat! These juicy
gummies are the perfect mixture of sweet
tropical flavor and tart raspberry tang.

Gummies
22

It all started with a laugh.
Our recipes celebrate the free,
fun-loving spirit of cannabis
enthusiasts and are created
with love by passionate,
enthusiastic chefs. Celebrate
life’s hell yeahs and hip hip
hoorays with HaHa Gummies –
one sweet little change in the
world of cannabis. We create
high-quality products infused
with flavors that embody our
favorite tasty varieties.
We believe that edibles should
make you feel good and never
you drag you down. That’s why
we formulated our gummies
to include a burst of laughter
with every bite!

Fruit
Punch

100mg Edible

Grape

100mg Edible

Fruit Punch Sativa Gummies burst with
refreshing, fruity punch flavor! With a
smorgasbord of tropical spirit and
classic familiarity, it makes these
gummies extra easy to share with friends.

The Grape Indica Gummies are a bold, yet
relaxing treat. Whether eaten before bed
or while watching your favorite TV show,
these delicious gummies are superb for
unwinding after a long day.

HAHA GUMMIES
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Products

PLANET 13
BRANDS

Pink
Lemonade

100mg Edible

Our Pink Lemonade Sativa Gummies
are bright, citrusy, energizing, and
invigorating! Just like taking a sip of
sweet lemonade in the summer, but
better.

Pineapple

Watermelon

100mg Edible

These Watermelon Sativa Gummies
are a refreshing way to start the day!
Big melon fruit and succulent, juicy
flavor will make you feel like you’re
eating the real thing at your next BBQ.

100mg Edible

Pineapple Sativa Gummies are a tropical
blast that make your lips pucker in delight.
Sit back, relax, and ease your mind as this
gummy takes you straight to an island
‘Dreamland.’

Mango

100mg Edible

Our Mango Sativa Gummies are
beautifully balanced. Relax in total
euphoria as the tropical fruit sets in and
takes over your body’s senses. Bright and
sweet, there’s nothing more perfect for
putting a smile on your face.
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HAHA GUMMIES

HAHA GUMMIES
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Products
Mystery Berry
Sour Bomb

PLANET 13
BRANDS

100mg THC Edible

Made in-house at our on-site production
facility, the Mystery Berry Sour Bombs are a
mystery even to our own staff! Bursting with
berry goodness, Mystery Berry delivers on
both a great fruity taste with an even greater
secret!

Grapefruit
Sour Bomb

100mg THC
100mg CBD Edible

The 1:1 Grapefruit Sour Bombs contain not only
100mg THC, but also 100mg CBD for those looking
for a more balanced approach to medicating.
Citrusy and bright with flavor, Grapefruit packs
the perfect sour bite.

Blueberry
Sour Bomb

100mg THC Edible

Our mouth-puckering Blueberry Sour Bombs are
just the trick for a bad day. Deliciously tart and
chock full of blueberry zing, this chewy treat is
just the right balance of sweet and sour flavor.
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Products

PLANET 13
BRANDS

Products
Products
Hint of
Grapefruit

P L PA LNAENT E 1T 3 1 3
B RBARNADNSD S

10mg THC
12oz can

Experience our enlivening Grapefruit
that’s a touch of citrusy, sour zing in our
fizzy sparkling water. Ideal for immersing
in cerebral exploration.

Hint of
Lime

Beverages
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HaHa Sparkling Beverages are a 10mg
zero calorie, zero sugar carbonated
water that uses all-natural fruit
flavorings designed for an uplifting
high. Available in two citrusy flavors:
Lime and Grapefruit- HaHa recipes
celebrate the free, fun-loving spirit of
cannabis enthusiasts. Great for onthe-go or mixing up a craft cocktail!

10mg THC
12oz can

Fall in love with our Lime sparkling water
that’s the perfect splash of bright lime
flavor and revitalizing bubbles. Dive head
first into this energizing adventure.

“Like our popular HaHa gummies, which
have the slogan ‘a burst of laughter in
every bite’ our HaHa Cannabis Beverages
are made for good vibes only,” said Larry
Scheffler, Co-CEO of Planet 13.

HAHA BEVERAGES
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PLANET 13
BRANDS

Products
Products
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Night Time 3:1
CBD:CBN Tincture

100mg

Planet M’s Night time tincture 3:1 CBD:CBN ensures
your dreams take you to another planet! With hints
of lavender, all users alike are loving this tincture!
We source our hemp from organic-certified farms and
utilized superior quality extraction methods to deliver
some of the most pure hemp oils on the market.

CBD Isolate
Tincture

250mg

Planet M CBD Isolate tinctures, available in multiple
potency levels, are derived from high quality organiccertified hemp. Our customers continuously use our
tinctures to manage pain, reduce anxiety, and improve
overall health and wellness! Isolating the the CBD
cannabinoid in an enriching MCT oil ensures fast
effective delivery to your body to elevate your lifestyle.

At Planet M, you get exactly what you see.
High-end products that are custom formulated
and curated with isolate CBD. Planet M products
are made to bring out the best you, without the
psychoactive effects of THC. We believe in getting
to the point and providing you with the CBD
experience you desire. Make every moment count.26
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CBD Full-Spectrum
Tincture

250mg
500mg
1000mg

Planet M CBD Oil is derived from premium hemp oil.
Available in multiple potency levels, our CBD Oil is
commonly used to elevate the lifestyle of our users. There
are no tricks up our sleeves. We source our hemp extract
from organic-certified, superior quality industrial hemp to
ensure we are delivering a pure, potent and high-quality
oils to you.
AVAILABLE FLAVORS

Mint
Lemon
Natural

PLANET M CBD
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Products
Sandalwood
Bath Bomb

PLANET 13
BRANDS

100mg

Restore and unwind. Our Sandalwood Bath
Bomb contains a premium blend of CBD and
sandalwood essential oil that allows you to escape
and revive from a busy day. Earthy sandalwood is
perfect for those looking to ground and rebalance
after a tough day.

Coconut & Lime
Bath Bomb

Eucalyptus
Bath Bomb

100mg

Invigorating energy. Our Eucalyptus Bath Bomb
is especially sought after for its rejuvenating
properties. Awaken the body and soul while
also soothing aches and pains away.

100mg

Join island paradise! Our Coconut + Lime Bath
Bomb creates a paradise in your bathtub that
both moisturizes and provides your skin with a
uniform glow. This is our most crowd-pleasing
scent and for a good reason!

Birthday Cake
Bath Bomb

100mg

Celebrate good times! Our Birthday Cake Bath
Bomb soothes and delights. Whether an act of
self-care or used to help relax you before bed,
Indulge in this sweet treat that smells good
enough to eat.
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PLANET M CBD

PLANET M CBD
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Products
Multivitamin
CBD Gummies

PLANET 13
BRANDS

100mg

Want to feel good about enjoying a treat?
We believe that life is all about making the
moments count. Each gummy is accurately
dosed and crafted by hand with pure
CBD oil, delivering you a high-end edible
experience. No more needing to hide
your products, Planet M is meant to be
discreet enough to not raise eyebrows but
approachable enough that both new and
seasoned users feel at ease taking them.

Assorted Flavored
Vegan CBD Gummies

AVAILABLE FLAVORS

Orange Cream
Raspberry
Lemon
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100mg

Want to feel good about enjoying a treat?
We believe that life is all about making the
moments count. Each gummy is accurately
dosed and crafted by hand with pure
CBD oil, delivering you a high-end edible
experience. No more needing to hide
your products, Planet M is meant to be
discreet enough to not raise eyebrows but
approachable enough that both new and
seasoned users feel at ease taking them.

PLANET M CBD

PLANET M CBD
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Follow our Brands!
Planet M

Dreamland

@PlanetMCBD

@DreamlandChocolates

TRENDI

HaHa Gummies

@TRENDIExtracts

@HaHaEdibles

Leaf & Vine

@ShopLeafAndVine
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